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Annotation

The purpose of the program PULSYN01 is to supply a realistic wideband source-side input for

calculation of earthquake ground motion. The source is represented as a grid of point subsources,

and their seismic moment rate time functions are generated considering each of them as

realizations (sample functions) of a non-stationary random process . To make this representation

realistic, the algorithm includes the following features: (1) the far-field (point-source equivalent)

source spectrum of the result approximates a certain predetermined spectral scaling law; (2) the

source length and width, and rupture velocity, are specified realistically, resulting in realistic far-

field source time functions; (3) the final slip function follows the power-law wave-number

spectral model; (4) Haskell-Aki-Heaton fault kinematics is assumed (at any time instant, the

slipping process is localized within a narrow band, and this band propagates along a fault); and

(5) the stochastic structure of the accelerograms can be reproduced, including the general

envelope shape and peak factors. Various levels of conditioning of the output of PULSYN01

through input parameters can be used: from the simplest call using only moment magnitude, to

much more sophisticated calls that specify e.g. (1) stress drop or fault dimensions, (2) rupture

velocity and rupture starting point (that define directivity effects), (3) Heaton's slip-zone width

to fault length ratio parameter, (4) the degree of non-Gaussian behavior of acceleration spike

statistics, and many more. The model is intended for use at receiver-to fault distances from far

field to as small as 10-20% of the fault width. PULSYN01 is not intended for use for the

immediate vicinity of the fault. For most applications, this limitation is not critical. Combined

with an adequate Green's function synthesizer, PULSUNT01 can be used for assessment of

possible ground motion and seismic hazard in many ways, including scenario event simulation,

parametric studies, and eventually stochastic hazard calculations.



General purpose

PULSYN01 (PULse-based wide-band SYNthesis, version 20OI) is intended for the simulation

of the radiation from an earthquake source. A simulated finite source is represented by a

rectangular grid of point sources. For each subsource, PULSYN01 creates the time function of

the seismic moment rate. Each of these functions represents a sequence of pulses with random

times and amplitudes, and a certain common pulse shape. The set of subsources and time

functions is generated in a manner that the resulting source spectrum, signal duration and

envelope shape are realistic over the wide frequency band from 0.01 to 10 Hz. For the further

application to synthetic ground motion, first the source mechanism (unit moment tensor) must be

specified. Then one can calculate a simulated record at a particular receiver position, performing

the convolution of the time function of each subsource with the Green's function for the

corresponding unit moment tensor and source-receiver pair. The use of finite source

representation permits one to effectively simulate ground motion at fault-to-receiver distances as

low as 10% of fault width or even smaller, with consistent accounting both for source directivity

effects and near-source amplitude saturation. For far-field source representation, the delay-and-

sum module is included that permits the calculation of a body-wave signal for an arbitrary

position on a focal sphere; thus all "Doppler-effect" properties and directivity effects of the far-

field signal can be simulated. The main input parameter of the simulation is the moment

magnitude Mw; however, a large number of additional source parameters can be manipulated in

order to realistically emulate the seismological reality.

General approach to simulation of source radiation.

Within the present approach, an earthquake source is thought to be a dislocation over a planar

rectangular area. Slip varies in space and increases weakly monotonously in time, so that the

dislocation rate is non-negative. Its unit moment tensor (defined by slip direction and fault-

normal direction) does not vary over this area or in time. Therefore, the description of the source

in space-time is essentially scalar, in terms of the scalar seismic moment or, rather, its time rate

of its density over area. To specify temporal and spectral properties of simulated sources, we will

widely use the equivalent point source (EPS) representations: EPS moment rate time history

M0{t), its Fourier transform M0(f) and corresponding amplitude spectrum ("source spectrum")



M o ( / ) . Constant factor aside, these functions coincide with time history and spectrum of body

wave displacement as observed on a ray normal to the fault plane, and will also be referenced as

"displacement" time history and spectrum. In a similar manner, we will speak of "velocity" time

history and spectrum (M0(t), M0(f) and JMO ( /) | ) , and "acceleration" time history and

spectrum ( M0(t), M0(f) and M o ( / ) )• The detailed space-time history of a simulated source is

determined in the following way:

1. For a given seismic moment value Mo, the length and width of the source rectangle, and

mean rupture velocity (that defines the duration) are selected following average observed

trends. This approach guarantees that the low-frequency part of the source spectrum will

have a realistic corner frequency, and that the far-field body-wave source signal will have

realistic duration. Non-standard stress-drop values are consistently accounted for. The

simulated subsources are positioned in a grid pattern over the rectangle. Amplitudes of

subsources are selected following a simulated distribution of the final slip. This 2D slip

function is assumed to be a realization (sample function) of a 2D random process with an

appropriate (power-law) power spectrum.

2. A predetermined starting point ("hypocentre") within the rectangle is set, and the rupture

front is assumed to propagate from this point in a symmetric fashion, forming circular instant

rupture fronts. This description permits one to similate unilateral, symmetric bilateral and

other possible variants of rupture propagation. The rupture front velocity is assumed to vary

along the distance from the hypocentre. The successive velocity values are random, and have

predetermined parameters of mean and dispersion. The arrival of the front at a subsource

switches it on.

3. Each subsource is assumed to slip (that is, to have non-zero slip velocity) only during its

"active" time interval, with its duration equal to the standard "rise time" parameter of

Haskell-Aki-Heaton model. Rise time is assumed similar for all points over the source

rectangle. The value of rise time is selected following Heaton's result that the width of the

slipping part of the fault is approximately the 10% of its length . Thus, the rise time is

approximately 10% of the total rupture propagation time for the unilateral rupture case.

4. The complete solution of the entire problem is reduced now to the construction of appropriate

("final") time functions for each subsource. It is assumed that these time functions consist of

a series of pulses, each having a similar shape function, common over the entire fault

(technically, they represent a set of "copies", or sample functions, of a non-stationary

random pulse process). The generation of "final" time functions is done in three steps. The



first step is to generate, for each subsource, a sequence of delta-like pulses with random onset

times and amplitudes, to be used as the "skeleton" function. (Further steps are: determination

of the appropriate common pulse shape function; and convolution of these two components

("dressing the skeleton").) To generate the "skeleton" function it is first assumed that its

temporal structure for the sequence of delta-like pulses is random and approximately

Poissonian. Then amplitudes of deltas are generated; they may be assumed independent or

correlated in time. For the distribution law of a single amplitude, various degrees of non-

Gaussian behavior can be assumed. Following the already mentioned general concept, the

sequence of pulses for each subsource fills its "active" time interval, equivalent to local rise

time.

5. The "target" amplitude source spectrum is determined from a selected spectral scaling law,

and the aim of the further calculations is to construct a signal whose spectrum is close to the

target one. Now consider the "skeleton source", or the space-time object that consists of all

delta-like pulses present in all subsources.. The far-field radiation of this source will have

quite realistic spectral properties at low frequencies, because the general style of the space-

time source behavior, and its numerical parameters are chosen to be realistic. At high

frequencies (HF), however, the signal will be too rich in high frequency energy. (An

effectively random sequence of deltas will tend to produce a flat spectrum at high

frequencies.) To fit the HF part of target spectrum, smoothing of the "skeleton" signal must

be performed. A simple way to do such a smoothing is to convolve the sequence of deltas

with a pulse of an appropriate shape. To determine such a shape function we compare the far-

field amplitude spectral shape of the "skeleton" signal generated by the complete set of

deltas, on one side, and the realistic "target" amplitude spectral shape on the other side.

Roughly speaking, the ratio of these spectra is calculated and then transformed into the time

domain, yielding the appropriate unit-pulse shape. The actual procedure is more complicated,

it includes the smoothing of the high-frequency part of the "skeleton" spectrum, and the

accurate selection of the phase spectrum of the unit pulse.

6. As a final step, the sequence of deltas of each subsource ("skeleton time history") and the

common unit pulse shape are convolved to produce the moment rate time function of this

subsource. The representation of the source by a set of subsources with definite location and

by a set of time histories for each subsource is the result we sought for. If requested, time

functions of subsources can further be added with appropriate delays to construct a far-field

time function of a point source equivalent to the entire fault for a given position on the focal

sphere.



Description of the simulation algorithm

1. Fault geometry, final slip and long-period kinematics

Source size. The assumed geometry and space-time structure of the source/fault is specified in

the following manner. We depart from the moment magnitude Mw., or seismic moment Mo. In

principle, one can specify the source length L and width W directly, and irrespective of Mw., but

the default option is the following procedure based on the definition of the seismic moment and

some empirical relationships. First note that

logMo= 3/2 Mw+const = log \x + log D + log S = log u.+log D/W +log SW (1)

where S is the fault area and D is the average slip. Usually, it is assumed that the gross geometric

properties of the earthquake fault are determined by the aspect ratio AR=L/W and by the stress

drop Aa = \i D/W. However, as the source can be situated in various media, it is physically more

adequate to use the strain drop Ae = D/W. Dividing (1) by 1.5, and noting that W=(S/AR)05 we

obtain using new variables:

Mw= log S +[ 2/3 log n+2/3 log Ae-1/3 log AR+const]. (2)

Since there is a reliable average empirical estimate for the average value of the bracketed term,

that denote it CMS, one can relatively reliably estimate average S from Mwfrom (2). "Average"

conditions may be associated with the following parameters: \x2= (c$/p) with c$=4 km/s and

p=3.0 t/m3 and Aa= 3 MPa for the crust or 6 MPa for the mantle.

As for the AR parameter, a certain typical value (say 2.5) might be used. However, the

entire decision to use the AR parameter in the estimation of the fault area from Mw is doubtful.

There is an accumulating evidence that for real earthquakes, the ratio D/L represents the actual

strain drop better than the more traditional D/W, because for the longer sides of the source

rectangle, the traditional "zero stress drop" boundary conditions are less adequate than the "free

displacement" conditions. If this second viewpoint is true, the AR contribution to (1) must

evidently sign. As a reasonable outcome in this indefinite situation we preferred to drop the AR

term completely in our algorithm. The final formula is

logioGS, km2) = Mw - CMs - 2/3 5 (3)



where 8 denotes the deviation of logio(stress drop) from its standard value (default value zero),

and the assumed default value for the constant CMS equals to 4.1.

Then the source length and width are determined for a rectangular source using the

following relationships:

L=(AR- S), W=S/L (4)

where AR is the value of the aspect ratio. It can be preset, or, by default, determined by linear

interpolation with respect to the magnitude Mw as

AR, ; Mw<Mwl

AR -AR
' » • h l 'M-M.yt Mwl<Mw<Mwh (5)

M -M
wh wl

Mw>Mwk

where the default values of the constants are: ARi =1.5; ARh = 4; Mwj= 5.5; MWh = 8. In addition, it

is not permitted for W to exceed the predetermined constant Wh, with the default value of 100

km. We repeat that it is possible to set L and/or W and/or AR directly.

Subsource positions. The point subsources that simulate the finite rupture are assumed to cover

a rectangle of the size LxW, and to form a regular grid with approximately square cells. The

number of subsources that is required to represent realistically the entire source depends on the

duration of each subsource; and this duration depends mostly on the assumed rise time of the

rupture process. At a given rise time, a too small number of subsources will evidently produce

individual isolated wavelets instead of a realistic, more or less continuously-looking process.

Thus, if not preset, the spatial interval between subsources dSUb is calculated according to the

formula

"•sub — Csub dheaton (6 )

where dheaton is the spatial extent of the Haskell-Heaton rupture pulse, and Csub is an empirical

correction, of the order of 0.5. The daemon parameter is estimated as

*-Heaton =CHL (7)



where C//is the preset "Heaton's constant" (of the order 0.1) that is the ratio of the rise time 7V,se

to the (unilateral) rupture propagation time Tu[. The appropriate value of Csub was

experimentally selected as 0.6. However, when the simplified case of the linear (not areal) source

model is simulated, the chances for the formation of gaps in the far-field wavelet increase, and

our choice is CSUb =0.4 for this case. When the simulation for small receiver-to fault distances is

critical, the dSUb value can be decreased without any definite limit; but the number of subsources

soon becomes prohibitively large. After the dSUb value is selected, it is slightly modified,

separately along L and W, to fill uniformly the entire rectangle by point sources.

We introduce coordinate axes along L and W as x and y, respectively, and we denote nx and ny

the sizes of the grid along L and W, respectively.

Rupture propagation history. The rupture propagation is assumed to originate in a particular

subsource that is taken as the nearest one to the preset hypocenter location. The mean rupture

velocity v is found based on the assumed 5-vave velocity cs (default value 4 km/s) and the

assumed value of Mach number Mach (default value 0.65):

v= Mach • cs (8)

The rupture propagation is assumed to take place in constant-velocity steps, with each step

covering the distance dsub. For each step between successive circles of radius idsub , *=0,l,2..., we

generate a random value of the rupture velocity. These values are assumed to be independent,

with mean v and triangular distribution around v bracketed between (l-a)v and (l+a)v. To

prevent gaps in the output signal, individual velocity values are not permitted to be too small; the

lower bound value of 0.3 km/s is preset. As a result of this construction, the rupture arrival time

is defined for each subsource, which coincides to its onset time. Then we calculate the total

rupture propagation time Tprop as the maximum among these onset times.

Final (cumulative) seismic moment of a subsource. An individual subsource, say, number (i,k),

represent the motion over an adjacent subarea (with size dSubXdsub) of the fault. In its long-period

aspect, this motion is characterized first of all by the cumulative seismic moment over this

subarea. To simulate this value in a realistic way we assume that the final fault slip can be

represented by a realization (sample function) of a 2D random process over the rectangle, with a

preset power spectrum. In the simplest case, white (equal to constant) power spectrum can be



assumed, resulting in the lack of spatial correlation and independent random final slip in each

subsource. However, the default is to assume a spatially isotropic power-law power spectrum,

with the density:

F (kx,ky)=P(k)=const -k 'p (9)

(wavenumber vector is (kx,ky); Jc2= kx
2+ky

2; isotropy follows from using the scalar argument k in

power spectrum density function). The value of the exponent p can be preset; the default value is

p= 1.5. The statistics of the simulated slip function at a point is assumed to be lognormal. This

choice guarantees positivity and is sufficiently versatile: modifying the a2(loga) parameter, we

can simulate deterministic (non-random), nearly Gaussian and also expressedly non-Gaussian

slip distributions.

When a 2D field of hypothetic slip values is simulated, as the next possible step one can

try to cut out an arbitrary LxW rectangle from this field. The result of such operation however

cannot be directly used as a slip function on a rectangular fault, for two reasons. First, there are

considerable chances that in such blind cutting, a "hill" of slip function will occur on the side of

the rectangle. Although such a possibility probably may happen in real life, (and thus permitted

in simulation), as a default choice we prefer to exclude it. (One may note that when a source cuts

the Earth surface, the chances for this situation to arise along a free boundary seem to be high;

however, this tendency is not very clear in inverted slip distributions for real earthquakes.) To

move the possible hill to the middle of the rectangle and not to bias the spectral structure, we

proceed in the following way. Using the discrete Fourier transform technique we generate a

periodic spatial function over x (along L) and y (along W), and then cyclically rotate it along JC

and along y in such a manner that "hills" have minimal chances to appear on the edges of the

rectangle. The result of this operation is quite adequate for a square area; but it cannot be

immediately used for an elongated rectangle because when we map the square onto the rectangle,

we inevitably produce an expressed non-isotropic texture of the result. To overcome this

difficulty we start the simulation using distorted, non-isotropic power spectrum function (with

elliptical iso-lines); this initial distortion is selected in a manner that the resulting xy-domain

function has an isotropic texture.

Having generated the field over the rectangle, we meet the second difficulty. In real space

with no periodicity, our procedure is equivalent to abrupt cutting out of a sample from a

stationary random 2D function by a 2D boxcar window. As well known, such an operation

usually produces strong high-wavenumber contamination of the spectrum. This distortion will be



evident even in time domain, looking as unrealistic spiky starting and stopping phases in the far-

field time history. As usually done in such cases, we apply a "cap-like" tapering window to

prevent these effects. For each coordinate, say, x, the cap shape function is

j{x/L)=Au)=(u{l-u))s (10)

For the use with a discrete grid, this expression is slightly modified, so as not to generate zero

amplitudes along the perimeter. The parameter g controls the smoothness of the cap.

When the simulation is aimed at producing a linear and not a 2D source, it is performed in the

same way; but after the 2D function is ready, it is summed along the y variable (along W).

2. "Skeleton" subsource time histories as series of delta-like pulses

Pulse representation of the source process. We assume that the slip at each subsource occupies

the time interval equal to 7 ^ ~ Cueawn Tui- To represent the wide-band radiation that is

generated during this interval, we distribute delta-like pulses within each such interval. Their

number, denoted msub, is determined from the requirement that in the final far-field time function,

at each time moment, a considerably large number of pulses would add to give the observed

amplitude, and not a small number as one or two. Let us denote this number by M. Of course,

this requirement is most critical for acceleration time history, not velocity or displacement. We

will refer to M as the "multiplicity" parameter (default value 10). Therefore, we determine mSUb

by the formula

msub~M- Tpropldt (11)

where dt is the time step in the simulation. The value M=10 secures us against strong biases

related to artificially non-Gaussian accelerograms, but it does not guarantee an equal probability

of positive and negative acceleration spikes. Additional measures are used to solve this problem,

described below. The moments of delta-like pulses over time are distributed randomly within the

time interval (0, 7Vwe) making a segment of approximately Poisson process.

To simulate amplitudes of delta-like pulses we use the same construction as it was

already used for generating subsource amplitudes, but in one dimension. The correlation between

amplitudes is created through a power-law power spectrum; amplitude statistics is lognormal,

10



cyclic rotation can be used to prevent a subsource to start or finish abruptly (whether this is

preferable is an open question). ". A final, mostly technical, step is to reformat each "skeleton"

subsource function from already obtained view as a set of (time, amplitude) pairs, to more

convenient representation as a discrete function of time, with the predetermined time step dt.

Subsource time Junctions: from the set of deltas to a function of discrete time. After the space-

time structure of delta-like pulses ("skeleton source") is created, we can combine time histories

of deltas of all subevents, and rescale the final amplitudes by a constant factor, selected so as to

provide that the sum of all pulses adds up to the given seismic moment value (as defined by Mw).

In this manner we can obtain the M0(t) function of the "skeleton source'.

This is a correct general idea, but the actual procedure is more complicated. The need for

a complex procedure is rooted in the fact that all delta-like pulses are positive. As was already

explained, we intend to convolve the pulse sequence with a common pulse shape function, which

represents the moment rate (or, equivalently, body wave displacement shape) associated with a

single delta-like "sub-sub-source". The second derivative of such "displacement" pulse function

is an "acceleration" spike with definite, say, positive maximum amplitude. As a result, maxima

of acceleration will tend to be larger than minima. How strong this tendency will be manifested

depends on two factors: the multiplicity parameter M and the G2(loga) value for the pulse

amplitudes. In the case of small M and/or large O2(loga), the generated "acceleration" time

functions will be expressedly asymmetric (though zero-mean). We believe that this property is

undesirable for the present simulation program. To prevent this kind of behavior, (and also to

solve the problem of unphysical tails, discussed below) we use unit pulse shapes of more than

one sort; in fact, of three different sorts. Amplitude spectra of unit pulses of all three sorts are

identical, they differ only in the phase structure. Sort 1 pulses and Sort 3 have identical positive

acceleration spikes, and Sort 2 has instead a negative acceleration spike of the same amplitude.

The reason to use two sorts of pulses with positive acceleration spikes will be clarified later.

Therefore, for each subsource, three time functions are generated that describe the sequences of

spikes of each of the Sort 1, 2 or 3. For each particular delta-like pulse generated before, a

decision is made: to which of the three time functions will it contribute. The decision is non-

random (namely, always Sort 1, with positive acceleration spike) in the beginning part (first 10-

15%) of the M0(t) signal duration, and, similarly, non-random in the end part (only Sort 3, again

with positive spike, during the final 10-15% of the signal duration). In the middle part of the

signal duration, the decision is random: 50% of pulses are ascribed to Sort l(with positive

acceleration spike), and 50% to Sort 2 (with negative spike). As a result, over most of the far-

11



field pulse, probabilities of positive and negative acceleration spikes are the same. The described

mode is the default one; the possibility to use only one sort of pulses (namely Sort 1) is also

present.

3.Determination of the single-pulse pulse shape function.

Determining the target amplitude spectrum. We intend that the spectra of our final simulated

time functions follow a well-established spectral scaling law. At present, two such laws are ready

for use: the semi-empirical scaling law of Gusev (1983, further G83), and the scaling law of

Brune 1970 in the version of Joyner and Boore 1984. For the case of typical stress drop, the use

of the target spectra taken directly from these spectral families is sufficient. A less established

procedure is to calculate the target spectum for the case of non-standard stress-drop values. We

use a special procedure proposed by G. Panza (personal communication 1999), as follows. Any

individual spectrum of G83 family corresponds to a certain Mw value, and to some standard

(average, typical) stress drop Ao value, (further denoted AGO, of the order 30-50 bar). Now note

that if one assumes any simple source scaling, then Aa«=Mo//. To emulate the spectrum for a

non-standard Aa, note that at a fixed/c, Mo°=Aa. Thus one can assume as a first approximation

that the observed spectrum for a non-standard event with given values of Mo =MQ\ and Aoi

=#Acro can be calculated (merely through multiplication by q) from the spectrum of a typical

event with its Mo value of M02 = A/01 / Q- It is convenient to use, instead of q, the parameter

S=logio(#)=logio ( AGI/ACTO). Our result may be now formulated as follows: for an event of

moment magnitude Mw\, to account for non-standard stress drop value specified through the

parameter 8, take the regular spectrum for MW2 = Mw\ -(2/3)8 and multiply the result by 10 .

First-approximation single-pulse spectrum. We will denote the mean amplitude spectrum,

constructed from a scaling law, (and which is to be approximated by the spectrum of the

simulated signal) as the "primary target spectrum". Let us consider how the match between the

primary target spectrum and the amplitude spectrum of the simulated signal can be attained. First

of all, we pursue this match only for the M0(t) signal (that corresponds to true timing of pulses).

That is, we fit the particular far-field body wave displacement signal that would be observed in

the direction normal to a planar fault (or at 90° azimuth from a horizontal line). At any other

point on a focal sphere, additional delays must be taken into account, resulting in "Doppler-type"

directivity effects; but we assume that in the spectral scaling laws such directivity is excluded by

implicit averaging over the focal sphere. To simplify the further discussion, let us divide the

12



frequency axis into "low-frequency part" (LFP, below O.5fc), "intermediate-frequency part"

(EFP, 0.5-6 fc) and high-frequency part (HFP, above 5fc). Providing the match between the

primary target spectrum and the resulting spectrum over LFP is trivial: one must merely match

the Mo values, that is, the integrals of the moment rate functions. Assume that this match is

already obtained.

In the HFP, the fitting of spectra is a relatively well-posed problem because the signal

here can be to a large degree considered as a segment of stationary random noise. Thus, the fit

can be attained only in a statistical sense; that is, for the "mean" (or, better, rms) amplitude

spectrum that corresponds to an abstract averaging over a multitude of realizations (sample

spectral shapes). Assuming the implicitly assumed power/energy spectral density to be slow-

changing, and using the usual ergodicity assumption, we can fit instead the smoothed (in rms

sense) amplitude spectra. As for the EFP, to fit the primary target spectrum in this frequency

band is a procedure that it is difficult to formalize (and even to formulate consistent criteria of fit

is a problem). The first obstacle is the fact that at given Mo and 8 (or Ao) values, the value of the

corner frequency (even averaged over the focal sphere) is not definite, and depends on such

factors as the degree of unilaterality of rupture, and rupture velocity. The second complication is

that the signal from a finite fault will typically have spectral holes which are absent in a

monotonous, smooth target spectrum. In this situation, we do not try to fit the primary target

spectrum in this frequency band during the simulation procedure. Instead, we select or generate

our default values of source size and rupture velocity in such a manner that, when combined with

80% unilateral source propagation, they provide a quite reasonable fit (over LFP and IFP)

between the primary target spectrum of the G83 family and the amplitude spectrum of the

"skeleton" M0(t) function. For the Brune's co"2 spectral family, the fit is worse; the cause is that

the corner frequencies of this family, as it is known, are somewhat higher than in reality.

Therefore we limit our aim by fitting only the HFP band of the spectrum. To represent

this problem formally we construct the "secondary target spectrum" 52 ( / ) . Adding all nxx ny

subsource time functions (each consisting of a sequence of msub delta-like pulses) with

appropriate delays that account for rupture propagation, we obtain the far-field M0(t) "skeleton

source" time function, which we denote g(t), and its amplitude spectrum g ( / ) . This function is

scaled so that g(f=Q)=M0. We determine 52 ( / ) with the following formula:

(12)
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where Si ( / ) is the primary target spectrum, w/j/is a smoothed step function with its increasing

part spread between 0.3/ Tprop and llTprop, and w//=l-w/,/.

Finding the "unit-pulse" shapes. Now we look for an appropriate operator that converts the

"preliminary source" consisting of delta-pulses, with amplitude spectrum g ( / ) , into a realistic

source with the spectrum close to S2(f). First we find the ratio of these two spectra. Over the HFP

and the left side of the IFP this ratio is already close to unity by construction. At high frequencies

however, the sum of delta-pulses will produce too high spectral amplitudes. We seek for an

operator that would correct this mismatch of the spectral shapes. In the frequency domain this

correction must be performed in some average sense. In the time domain, the corresponding

operator will be a smoothing kernel. The construction of the required operator starts in the

frequency domain by smoothing the mentioned "experimental" spectral ratio. Practically, we

treat this ratio as a periodogram from which we wish to estimate the power spectrum. This is a

well-known problem, and we use the following particular solution. We pass to time domain and

apply an adequate window function. The appropriate length of the window must be close to the

value of the rise time. After returning to the frequency domain, the resulting spectrum is adjusted

(set equal to unity) in the vicinity of zero frequency, where we are already satisfied with the

existing spectral shape.

The obtained amplitude spectrum is augmented by three variants of phase spectrum, to

result in complete spectra of pulses of the three above-mentioned sorts. The simplest case is Sort

1, which is well known minimum-phase operator, "casual" (equals zero for negative times) in the

time domain. In the time domain, it looks as a "single-swing", almost unipolar (positive) pulse,

of duration comparable to T^,, and with second derivative looking as a definitively positive

spike. Small negative lobes may occur, but their effect is minor. As explained, it has zero

amplitude at negative times. The "Sort 2" pulse, instead, has a negative acceleration spike (of the

same absolute amplitude as Sort 1 pulse) whereas keeps the same (positive) value of the integral.

It has same amplitude spectrum but zero phases, and is symmetric (an even function of time). At

last, applying time inversion to Sort 1 pulse, we obtain Sort 3 pulse (in fact, maximum-phase),

again with positive acceleration spike.

The aim of introducing pulses of Sort 1 and Sort 2, with opposite sign of the acceleration

spike, is to generate balanced positive and negative acceleration amplitudes, as was already

explained above. Another problem that made us to use various pulse shapes is the effect of

"tails" of these pulses. Assume we use only the Sort 1 pulses. Then a non-physical tail will arise

after the end of the source motion, of the duration of the order 2-3 Tn>; though this artifact may

be acceptable in some cases, it is preferable to suppress it. With Sort 3 pulse, this problem
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disappears, but artificial signal appears instead before the true first arrival. With Sort 2 pulses,

symmetric tails appear at both edges, with half the amplitude. I have already described the

following accepted solution to this problem: to use Sort 1 pulses in the early part of the source

process and Sort 3 pulses in the final part. Sort 2 pulses are used only in the middle part of the

source process, randomly mixed with Sort 1 pulses in 50% to 50% proportion.

To additionally suppress the described artifacts, a window function is applied to pulses

of all 3 sorts, that sets their amplitude to zero at delays larger than about 3TriSe- Spectral

distortions related to this windowing are then corrected.

4.Constructing final subsource time functions and calculating far-field signals.

Constructing subsource time Junctions. The final stage of our synthesis is merely the convolution

of the constructed pulses of each sort with each of the three subsource functions that represent a

sequence of delta-like pulses. After the convolution, cropping operation can be applied to

additionally suppress the non-physical motion outside the main signal duration. This operation

rarely changes the integral of the time function (that is, Mo) more than by 1-2%. After cropping,

the time functions are rescaled so that the value of integral is reset to the target Mo value. Then

the result is represented in the time domain or the frequency domain according to request.

Checking the parameters of high-frequency signal.

To test the properties of possible acceleration signals, the following parameters of M0(t)

("acceleration") function are calculated: (1)PF: peak factor or peak-to-rms amplitude ratio; (2)

rpp: the ratio of the actual PF value to the similar value expected for a segment of a Gaussian

process; (3) CVacc' the coefficient of the variation (standard deviation divided by average) of the

module of the M0(t) function. All these parameters are calculated over a truncated time window,

with two segments of the duration TrjSe/2 rejected at each edge. This partly prevents the

distortions related to the non-stationary character of the signal.

Calculating far-field signals. This is done in a standard way. On the source plane, Cartesian

coordinates are x along L and y along W. Direct z axis along the fault normal. Let (a,(p) be the

(azimuth, altitude) pair that defines the receiver point on a focal sphere. Azimuth is measured

clockwise from the x axis, and altitude from the xy plane. The ray direction vector is r = (cos <p

cos a, cos (p sin a, sin cp). The position vector for the subsource number ik with respect to
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hypocenter at (JCI, y\ 0) is s# = (x,*- JCI, y,-*- yi, 0). The equivalent point source time function for

the ray r is:

(13)

where cref is the reference velocity (P-wave or 5-wave or other); other notation is evident.

Some notes on application

Stochastic meaning of the simulated signal and the practical aspects of stochasticity

The simulated signal is a realization of a random function. In other words, each call to

PULSYN01 creates a single sample space-time function, or a possible version, of a source. To

obtain consistent results in terms of mean value, between 5 to 30 realizations of a source should

normally be used. From the viewpoint of deterministic source models, the scatter of the results

between these realizations may be viewed as an unavoidable limit of the accuracy of any

stochastic signal prediction procedure. However, from the viewpoint of the stochastic model of a

real earthquake source, this scatter represents the property of Nature. From such a viewpoint, the

results of the simulation may be represented either as a series of examples of time functions (5 or

30 or other appropriate number), or as a set of mean values and parameters of the dispersion for

some relevant ground motion parameters, like peak acceleration or response spectrum.

"Aleatoric" and "epistemic" dispersion of results. Modern seismic hazard studies discriminate

between two kind of uncertainties that appear in the hazard assessment. "Aleatoric" component

is the influence of the factors that we openly consider as uncontrollable and treat as random. In

the present problem this component includes all variability that appears when repeated time

histories are generated, as explained in the previous section, and the dispersion of the resulting

parameters is considered. "Epistemic" variability is related to our poor understanding of the

reality that leads to inadequate modeling. In the present problem this variability can be illustrated

by the following examples. (1) Assume we do not know the true spectral scaling law; and the

choice is limited to only two: G83 and Brune. Using these two laws alternatively we can estimate
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the effect of this uncertainty, typically as an interval of values. (2) Assume we are interested in

the maximum possible ground motion, and we ascribed an incorrect value of the maximum

magnitude to a critical geological fault. Again we can imagine that maximum magnitude is

bracketed by some interval, and estimate the effect of this uncertainty, as an interval of values.

An important property of the epistemic uncertainty is that it cannot be naturally specified in

statistical terms, as opposite to aleatoric one. This property is highly unconvenient, and in many

cases, epistemic uncertainty is treated statistically as if one can ascribe probabilities to such

entities as scaling law or variants predicted maximum magnitude. This way is of doubtful value.

There are many factors that can manifest itself as aleatoric or epistemic, depending on the

methodology. For instance, one person can assume that the direction of rupture along a future

fault is an unknown factor, and treat the related uncertainty as epistemic. Another person can

select a random point on a final slip area as the starting point of rupture, to obtain a series of

simulated results that can be lawfully analysed statistically, and thus consider this factor as

aleatoric.

Working with a particular simulation code for the assessment of seismic hazard, one can

divide factors into the group of "quasi-aleatoric", that depend on the random seed, and "quasi-

epistemic," that depend on the choice of parameters. For our program, we can list for reference

the following "quasi-epistemic" parameters:

A. Typical controllable parameters (their effect can be immediately analyzed with PULSYN01)

1. uncertain magnitude value

2. variations of the relative hypocenter position/directivity

3. stress drop anomaly/scatter

4. aspect ratio anomaly/scatter

5. mean rupture velocity anomaly/scatter

6. rupture velocity variability (in a limited way)

7. degree on non-Gaussian behavior of acceleration peaks

B. Some significant uncontrollable parameters (their effect cannot be analyzed with the present

version of the code, but the further modification can improve the situation)

1. Non-standard general spectral shape (possibly including f-max variation); also different

spectral behavior of different sections of the source (manifested e.g. as weak correlation
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between smoothed squared accelerogram, or HF power time history, on one side, and body

wave displacement, or slip time history, on the other side).

2. Effects of complicated, non-circular rupture fronts

3. Effects of variations of unit moment tensor over fault area; this includes local deviation of

the fault surface from a plane and the variations of the direction of the slip vector.

4. Effects of grossly non-planar fault structure: fault forks and secondary faults, major fault

bends, corners and twists.

5. Effects related to shear module variation over fault area.

For reference, we also list some parameters whose effect cannot be analyzed directly by the

present simulator code:

1. imperfectly known medium structure (velocity, intrinsic loss and scattering)

2. uncertain location of geological faults / fault zones

3. uncertain position of the future source on these faults, including hypocenter depth and the

depth of the upper edge of the source

4. (not independent from previous) uncertain strike, dip and rake of the source

On the need of near-fault saturation correction. When the observation point approaches a point

source or a point subsource, the signal amplitude increases infinitely. An accurate model of a

finite source must avoid this artificial behavior and incorporate the well-known phenomenon of

near-source saturation of amplitudes in the vicinity of the fault. The present simulation procedure

provides correct results down to small receiver-to-fault distances, of the order of 2-3 dSUb. The

user must check that no shorter point-source-to receiver distances appear in simulation. If for

some reason this cannot be avoided, one must use, instead of standard 1/r geometrical spreading

from a point source, an artificial spreading function with saturation. A simple and probably

sufficient remedy is to substitute 1/r by {r2+ dSUb 2)°'5 • This is acceptable for a surficial fault

model only. For a linear fault model (ny=l), the critical distance is much larger, about 2-3W, and

no consistent correction can be proposed for shorter distances.

Conclusion

The described PULS YN01 program incorporates many elements of the present

understanding of earthquake source. Some properties and parameters are fixed, for other the user

is supplied by defaults that can be adjusted when detailed information on the fault properties is
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known. As a result, PULSYN01 responds to needs of most users who need detailed and realistic

source-side input to strong motion simulation. However, some of our assumptions are probably

too primitive. In particular, average HF spectral shapes generated by different parts of the source

are assumed to be the same, and also the total duration of radiation is, on the average, identical

over all relevant frequency bands. In particular, displacement pulse in body waves and the

envelope of HF radiation pulse (best seen as an acceleration wavelet) are both of similar duration

and shape. This property is not fully realistic: different segments of real faults sometimes

generate seismic energy with different spectral properties. The assumption of circular rupture

front is no more than a zeroth approximation. A significant drawback of the described procedure

is also its inability to provide realistic signal at small distances from the fault. Indeed, the

distance between subsources must always be significantly less than receiver-to-fault distance;

thus approaching to fault one must use a prohibitively dense subsource grid. Another difficult

problem is the probable deviations of local fault motion from the "planar-fault, parallel slip"

paradigm. More advanced versions of the simulation procedure are needed to overcome these

limitations.
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FIGURES

front time step 0.99 s,
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Figure 1. Example two-dimensional slip distribution over a source rectangle as 3D plot (a) and as
density(b). The preset magnitude value Mw=7.0. Source rectangle aspect ratio 3.00, fault length L
= 48.9 km, fault width W=16.3 km (chosen automatically). Preset hypocenter location (-0.4L,
-0.2W) with respect to the fault center. Subsource grid 15x5 (automatic), distance between
subsources 3.2 km. Subsource positions are seen as nodes in a. The slip distribution is a
realization of a 2D random function with the power-law mean amplitude spectrum, with
exponent -1.5, slightly modified (see text for detail). The mean rupture velocity 2.6 km/s, with
random variations bracketed within the 0.5 to 4.7 km/s intrval. White contours are rupture front
positions shown each 0.99 s. Ideally, fronts are circular; their deviation from accurate circles/arcs
is the artifact of discretization and plotting code.
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Figure 2. The example history of an individual subsource in a Mw=7 earthquake. Top:
the set of delta-like pulses that form this particular subsorce ; abscissa is the pulse number.
Middle: the summary amplitude of these pulses in each time unit, vs (discrete) time. Bottom: the
resulting "acceleration" time history. The duration of the "active period" is 160 time counts or
4.25 s. In constructing the bottom trace, only the "Sort 1" pulse shape function was used. Note an
asymmetric style of extrema, with maxima more "spiky" than minima.
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Figure 3. The space-time history of a Mw-1 earthquake. In difference with Fig 1, a linear (ID)
source/fault model is used here for more clarity. Delta-like pulses in space-time are shown here
by symbols whose size reflects the amplitude. Left: history of 21 subsources in a line, in
common time scale. Right: same data in the local, expanded time scale. On the left of the right
plot, cumulative subsource seismic moments are shown as squares of different size.
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Figure 4. Space-time histories for for each of 21 subevents of the "line" source model of
a simulated Mw-1 earthquake, (same as in Fig 3), and sum over subevents, giving the entire-
source far-field time function. Top left: "skeleton" moment rate functions (sequences of deltas)
denoted g(t) in the text. Bottom left: M0(t), ("displacement"). Top right: M0(t) ("velocity").
Bottom right: MQ(t) ("acceleration").
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Figure 5. Time histories of "skeleton" moment rate functions (sequences of deltas) for 15x5=75
subsources of a simulated Mw=7 earthquake, same as in Fig 1, and also the summary function,
denoted g(t) in the text. Bottom to top, five groups of traces are seen, each for a consequtive
string of 15 subsources distributed along length.
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Figure 6. Spectral fitting for the same case as Fig 1. Left: preliminary target spectrum (large
dots), |g(f)| spectrum (dash-dot; see example g(t) on Fig. 5), its smoothed version (thick gray)
and final spectrum(thin black). Top right: D: unit pulse amplitude spectrum, it equals to the ratio
of |g(f)| and final spectrum. V and A : spectra of its first and second derivative. Bottom right: D:
Sort 1 pulse constructed from "D" spectrum in the previous graph. V and A : its first and second
derivatives. Note highly asymmetric "acceleration" pulse.
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Figure 7. Time functions for the resulting equivalent point source. P90: "skeleton"g(t) for the
case of Fig. 1. D90, V90 and A90: corresponding M0(t), M0(t) andM0(t). VO and VI80:

similar to V90, but for an observer at "forward" (+x) and backward" (-x) directions of a focal
sphere.
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Figure 8. Far-field time histories and their spectra, case of Fig 1. Top: "displacement" far-field
functions (arbitrary scale) for the simulated case of mostly unilateral rupture propagation.
Azimuth value is given with respect to rupture propagation direction (+x), when the fault is
assumed to be of the vertical strike-slip type with horizontal x axis. Bottom: left: corresponding

"displacement" source spectra MQ(f)\. Bottom center and right: analogous "velocity" M0(f)

and "acceleration" M o ( / ) source spectra. Note expressed corner-frequency shift related to

directivity, and the lack of directivity effect for high-frequency acceleration spectral level.
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Instruction for running PULSYN01 program

General information

The code of PULSYN01 was originally written in the Matlab 5.3 programming language

and then rewritten to Fortran90 with minor modification. The following instruction is for the

Fortran90 version. This code consists of the driver program PULSYNT01 and of a work

subroutine PULSYNF01 that was designed to be usable in an independent way. A number of

lower-level modules used by PULSYNF01 are realized as additional subroutines and functions.

The compiled executable module is PULSYN01.EXE.

Normally, PULSYN01 reads a file of parameters from disk, with its name is either fixed

(as "parinf.txt") or set as a parameter of UNIX command line call. The set of parameters that are

put into the input file are identical to the input parameters of the subroutine PULSYNF01, they

will be explained separately.

PULSYN01 flushes its results to files with names "OPAR.XXX999", "XYTA.XXX999",

"D90D.XXX999", and either "SUBT.XXX999" or "SUBF.XXX999". Here "XXX999" is the

generic pattern for extension, that assumes that XXX is the batch code and 999 is the variant

code. Both are supplied through input file; when the inner parameter set is used, extension is

always "JNN000". These files contain:

"OPAR.XXX999": a copy of input parameters and a number of intermediate and output

parameters of simulation, will be explained separately;

"XYTA.XXX999": four columns of length nsub=n;tX ny with x,y coordinates, onset times and

amplitudes of subsources

"D90D.XXX999": a summary source function for 90° direction, mainly for information;

"SUBT.XXX999": nsub=%x ny columns that contain complete time functions of subsources

(real)

"SUBF.XXX999": (alternatively) table of the same structure that contain spectra of these

functions (complex)

When far-field signals are simulated, the last two files are filled with these signals, one column

per azimuth-altitude pair requested in the input file.

Here is the list of inner subroutines caller by PULSUNF01: lwsrc, genaxy, genat, cycln,

spg83, spbru, bfil, claermp, gfil, amean, std, interpl, interp2. When called, spg83 loads the file

gusev83.tb5 with the empirical spectral table.
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Description of input and output files for PULSYN01

The input parameters normally are read from a disk file. It can have the standard name

"parinf.txt", or this name may be set as a parameter of UNIX command line call, or set in

response to the run-time request from the program in terminal mode (PC-DOS mode), or set as a

parameter of PC-DOS command line call. Also, inner default of parameters can be used for

testing. Selection among these modes is done by uncommenting different statement lines in the

beginning of PULSYNT01 text. PULSYN01 can be run from the same directory as the one

where parinf.txt resides, in other cases, path can be prepended to input file name. Output files

will be created in the same directory where PULSYN01 resides. The structure of input files

assumes one line per parameter, permits comment lines and permits comments after parameter.

The first group of 2 parameters define batch code and variant code. The second group of 55

parameters provides control of PULSYN01. The third group is optional and lists the azimuth-

altitude pairs that specify far-field receivers. Comments must start from "!" in the first column,

or fill any column after no 11 in the second group, or no 21 in the third group. An example copy

of input file is as follows:

i c

tst

001

4

4.1

0.65

0.125

10

1.5

4

5.5

8.

100.

1.0

0.5

1.5

0.3

!

I

0.5

0.5

0.7

1

ts permitted, must start at col 1 or col 11 (if after data)

13 symbols batch code identification

!3 symbols variant code identification

=== group 1 general info common to many sources

! (1) cs

!(2) CHS

1(3) Mach

1(4) C_heaton

I (5) Mult

1(6) ARlow

1(7) ARhi

1(8) MARlow

1(9) MARhi

1(10) Wbig

1(11) CVT

1(12) CVAXY

1(13) spowxy

1(14) cappowxy

CV scatter in time delay values; CVT=1 to emulate Poisson

CV - scatter in slip amplitudes over x,y; Idefault 0.5

exponent of the power-law spectrum over x,y; default 1.75

exponent for the "cap" or 2D taper function; default 0.3

CVAXY=0.05; spowxy=0; cappowxy=-l; {"deterministic boxcar case"

CVAXY=0.05; spowxy=0; cappowxy=l; 1"deterministic cap case

1(15) CVAT CV - scatter in pulse amplitudes over t; !default 0.5

I (16) spowt exponent of the power-law spectrum over t; default 0.5

!(17) cappowt exponent for the "cap" or ID taper function; default 0.7

!(18) pos_acc 1: tail to +t, 2: balanced tails
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! 3: balanced tails, +&- spikes

0.8 !(19) cvrange V_rupture scatter parameter

-1 1(20) cdsubl mean relative distance between subsources -1: auto

0 1(21)

0 !(22)

0 1(23)

0 !(24)

1 ============ group 2 specify a source

6 i(25) Mw MOMENT MAGNITUDE

0 1(26) dlsd delta(loglO(stress_drop))

-1 1(27) AR aspect ratio L/W; -1 defaultl

-1 ! (28) Machl may reset Mach, normally -1 calls Mach (default)

0 1(29)

1 I(30) isclaw spectral scaling law, 1/2 means G83/Brune

-1 1(31) L may set source length L;-l (default)means: do calculate it

-1 1(32) W may set W; -1 (default)means: do calculate it

-1 1(33) Trupul may set Trupul; ;-l (default)means: do calculate it

-0.4 1(34) xdlstart rupture-starting point along x in D units

-0.2 1(35) ydlstart rupture-starting point y-position in W units

0 1(36)

0 1(37)

0 1(38)

0 K39)

0 K40)

1 ==========group 3 numerical details

0.025 !(41)dt time step

-1 !(42)df frequency step, -1: do calculate it

14 !(43)nstatet number of seed, -1: use new seed each time

0 1(44)

0 1(45)ifdomain 0: T domain result; 1: f domain result

11 1(46)nxsub no of subsources along x; -l==auto

7 f(47)nysub no of subsources along y; -l==auto ; l=line_source

-1 !(48)msub no or pulses per subsource, normally -l==auto

2 !(49)cdurrat controls padding zeros;

0 !(50)crop (0) no cropping (1) time cropping of 90 deg pulse

-3 I (51)outmode output mode: =0 subdo reflects subsources, else rays

1 = a single-azimuth case; azinruth=a[deg]; altitude=0;

1 =-na many-azimuth case; na azimuth-altitude pairs

4 l(52)cREF velocity for far-field pulse calculation, default: cS

0 1(53)

0 1(54)

0 1(55)

1 =============== parameter list finishes

1 ===== begins azumuth-altitude specification of far-field receiver (up to 50 pairs)

1 ====== no_of_pairs=na; specified as -na at pos.(51) above

1 from now on, comments must start at col 21 (if after data) or col 1

1 starts a typical example of 3 lines; do not unqote: copy, paste and unquote below
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!0, 0,

190, 0,

U80, 0,

0.,0.,

90.,0.,

180.,0.,

!example 2nd line

!example 3nd line

I forward

!side

iback

The first group is self-explaining. The second group contains input parameters, one

parameter per line, free format, occupying first 10 columns, and each parameter line has the

parameter number in parentheses, from 1 to 55. Same numbers pertain to positions within the

input dummy vector parin used in the call to PULSYNF01. Some positions are not used and

filled by zeros. The first subgroup (parameters 1-24) contains general information, typically

common to many simulated sources. The meaning of parameters is as follows:

cs: cs S-wave velocity of the medium, mainly used to set rupture velocity

CMS: CMS constant in the Mw-S relationship

Mach: Mach Mach number for rupture velocity

C_heaton: Cheawn see text, default value 0.1

Mult: M see text

ARlow: ARi six parameters that define the MW-AR relationship

ARhi: ARh

MARlow: Mwi

MARhi: Mwh

Wbig: Wbig

CVT: CV (coefficient of variation) for the scatter in random time interval values

between delta-like pulses within a subsource.; use default CVT=1 to emulate

Poisson process

CVAXY: CV for the scatter in slip amplitudes of subsources over x,y; (default 0.5)

spowxy: exponent q of the power-law spectrum for slip over x,y; (default 1.75)

cappowxy: exponent g for the "cap" or 2D taper function over x,y; (default 0.3 )

NOTE: to emulate non-random slip with boxcar shape over x and y (original

Haskell case) use:

CVAXY=0; spowxy=0; cappowxy=-l;

to emulate non-random slip with smooth "parabolic hill" shape over x and y use:

CVAXY=0; spowxy=0; cappowxy=l;

CVAT: CV of the scatter in pulse amplitudes over t; default 0.5

spowt exponent q of the power-law spectrum over t; default 0.5
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cappowt exponent g for the "cap" or ID taper function over t; default 0.7

pos_acc controls the use of Sort 1, Sort 2 and Sort 3 pulses.

(1): all pulses of Sort 1 (tails to positive time)

(2): first half rupture duration Sort 1, then Sort 3.

(3): (default) first 13% of rupture duration Sort 1, last 13% of rupture duration

Sort 3, in the middle the 50% to 50% random mix of Sort 1 and Sort 2.

cvrange defines the scatter of V_rupture along propagation. The ratio:

(V_rupture_local)/(V_rupture_average)

is random, with symmetric triangular distribution law, bracketed between 1-

cvrange and 1+cvrange

cdsubl CSUb is mean relative distance between subsources as a fraction of C_heaton*L.

(default: -1 : automatic choice)

The second subgroup (parameters 25-40) is intended to specify a particular source

Mw target moment magnitude Mw

dlsd 5 or deviation of logAa from its typical/mean value, (default 0.0)

AR target AR; usually-1 calls default

Machl target Mach, usually -1 calls default, that is equal to parameter Mach, no 3

isclaw no of spectral scaling law, (1 means G83, default),(2 means Brune scaling law)

L L; usually -1 means: do calculate it (default)

W W; usually -1 (default) means: do calculate it

NOTE: Any pair of AR, and/or L and/or Wis permitted

Trupul Trupui; rupture duration for a purely unilateral fault. -1 (default) means: free

parameter, do calculate it. If set, defines rupture velocity and supercedes Machl

parameter.

xdlstart jc-position of rupture-starting point; in L units; uses the center of the rectangle,
with the coordinates 0L, 0W, as the origin,

ydlstart similarly, y-position of rupture-starting point; in W units.

NOTE: To set symmetric bilateral rupture set (xdlstart, ydlstart)=(0,0)

To set competely asymmetric along x, purely unilateral rupture, propagating

"forward", mostly to positive x direction, set (-0.5,0)

To set most asymmetric along x and y, purely unilateral rupture, propagating

"backward", mostly to negative x direction, set (0.5,0.5) or (0.5,-0.5)

recommended default, mostly ("90%") unilateral rupture:

(xdlstart, ydlstart)=(-0.4,-0.2):
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The third subgroup (parameters 41-55) specifies mostly the numerical details of simulation.

dt
df

nstatet

if domain

nxsub

nysub

msub

cdurrat

crop
outmode

cREF

time step; a must.
frequency step; if given, n=l/(df*dt) must be integer=2k;

df=-l: df is automatically selected using cdurrat;
the rule is that total duration T=l/df=2*cdurrat*Trupul;
individual no of a pseudo-random realization to be created, setting -1
makes "random" result that depends on the particular real-time
second within the month
when if domain =1, the results of PULSYNF subrourine and
PULSYN01 program are [complex] spectra; else time counts,
formally also complex, but with zero imaginary part.
Correspondingly, the output file contains
either complex f-domain values or real time-domain values
nx, no of subsources along x, if even will be increased by 1;
default: -1 : automatic
ny> no of subsources along y; if even will be increased by 1;
default: -1 : automatic ; set 1 to define a line_source
mSUb : no of pulses per subsource, normally -1 : automatic.
Always will be between 4 and 2000
controls padding zeros; operates only when preset df parameter <=0.
Total working duration is T=2*cdurrat*Trupul. Default value 2.
controls cropping (see text). 0: no cropping; 1: time cropping of 90 deg pulse
controls expected output mode:
outmode=0: subdo (dummy output matrix of PULSYNF01) and subt/subf
output files will contain time functions/spectra of individual subsources.
Non-zero value means that this matrix and files will contain far-field
time functons/spectra.
outmode= a>0: the single-azimuth case; azimuth=a[deg]; altitude=O.
Intended for use with a=90, when a spherically symmetric point source
representation is needed. Directivity is ignored, and a single,
direction-independent time function is used to specify a source.
outmode=-na<0: the azimuth-table case; integer na!
na azimuth-altitude pairs will be given in this file after the parameter list
velocity value (km/s) for far-field pulse calculation, default: cS

The third parameter group is optional, and appears only in the "outmode=-na" case. It contains
na lines, free format, each containing an (azimuth, altitude) pair, in degrees, occupying first 20
columns. No more than 50 lines are expected.

Output file OPAR.XXX999 consists of three sections. The first section is the copy of the

input parameter file. The second section contains output parameters proper. Same parameters

appear in the output dummy vector parameter-array "parrep" of PULSYNF01.
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Here is

(D=L;
(2)=W;

(3)=S;

(4)=Trupul;

(5)=Trise;

(6)=nxsub;

(7)=nysub;

(8)=mlx;

(9)=mly;

(10)=msub;

(ll)=jstatet;

(13)=dsubx;

(14)=dsuby;

(15)=vrup;

(16)=Tprop;

(17)=Trup2;

(18)=ntshift;

(19)=fcgro;

(20)=fc0;

(21)=PF;

(22)=CVacc;

(23)=ratPF;

process.

(24)=algMo;

(25)=dalgmo;

(26)=Mo_sc;

(27)=n;

the correspondence between output parameters and elements of parrep array:

actual L

actual W

source rectangle area, S=LW

explained above

explained above

explained above

explained above

number of subsource taken as the starting one, along x

number of subsource taken as the starting one, along y

explained above

actual seed parameter of the pseudorandom generator. If further put

as nstatet in the input file, will make to reproduce the result, if all other

parameters are the same

inactive

actual subsource grid cell size along x

actual subsource grid cell size along y

actual mean ruoture velocity

propagation time

duration of the sequence of delta-like pulses

to permit small non-physical negative-time tail, output time function

starts ntshift*dt secinds later than the beginning of the time window

represented in subdo array of subt/subf file

1/Trup2

1/Trupul

Peak factor of M0(t) ( "acceleration") time function

coefficient of variation for M0(f) function

the ratio of actual PF to the value expected for a segment of a Gaussian

true logio(M>) value, dyne cm

always 20; I0'dalgmo =le-20 is the scaling constant

for subdo array and subt/subf files, needed to overcome overflows

scaled Mo value; true value is Mo_sc *le20

no of time/frequency counts in result (total duration T = n*dt)
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(28)=nsub; nxsub*nysub

(29)=nw; number of columns in subdo array and subt/subf files, either nsub or na

Information about these parameters is output to OPAR.XXX999 file through

NAMELIST construction; here is an example of the result:

N =
ALGMO =
DAL6M0 =
MO_SC =
L =
W =
S =
TROPDL =
TRISE =
NXSUB =
NYSUB =
NSUB =
MIX =
M1Y =
MSUB =
JSTATET =
JSTATEX =
DSUBX =
DSUBY =
VRUP =
TPROP =
TRUP2 -
NTSHIFT =
FC6R0 =
FCO =
PF =
CVACC =
RATPF =

1024

12
6

79

6.

9.

1.

25.050000
20.000000

112201
.604190
.302096
.432840

4.847766
.059708E-01

11
7

77
2
3
26

14
-1

1.145836
002995E-01
2.600000
4.456607
5.503284

40
456646E-01

1.549114E-01
3

8.
9.

1.012758
182609E-01
481837E-01

The last section of OPAR.XXX999 file is a single line with the time stamp:

execution date/time: 2001-11-30 20h42m43s

Output file XYTA.XXX999 has 4 columns with nsub values in each column, each row

contains, for each subsource:

x(along L), y(alongW), front arrival time, relative amplitude

Same data are contained in the formal/dummy output parameter-array "xyta" of PULSYNF01.

The output file SUBT.XXX999 has nsub or na (that is, nw) columns with n real values in each

column that represent the values of discrete moment rate function of each subsource, time step

dt. The true time scale is assumed to start at the moment of the onset of the "hypocenteral"

subsource. Within the working time window, this moment is shifted nshift counts later than the

first count. Same data are contained in the formal/dummy output parameter-array "subdo" of

PULSYNF01 as real parts of complex values.
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Alternatively, The output file SUBF.XXX999 has nsub or na (that is, nw) columns with n

complex values in each column that represent the discrete values of the Fourier transform of the

moment rate function of each subsource, frequency step df=l/T. The time scale is modified in

the same way as in previous paragraph. Same data are contained in the formal/dummy output

parameter-array "subdo" of PULSYNF01

Output file D90D.XXX999 is one column with n real values in each column that represent the

values of the moment rate ("displacement") function added over all subsources, time step dt.

Time scale (assumed to start at the moment of onset in the "hypocenteral" subsource) is shifted

nshift counts from the first count.

Calling PULSYNF01

To call pulsynf, one must match its calling interface. Here is an example actual array description

in the caller program (names are chosen to be identical to dummy array names):

real parrep(40),parin(55) I stat ic parameter arrays

! EDITABLE stat ic array s izes;

1 they represent current upper bounds for n, nsub, na:

PARAMETER (nmax=16384,nsubmax=250,namax=40)

real xyta(4,nsubmax), azset(namax,2); complex subdo(nmax,nsubmax);

Here is the formal "interface" description for the PULSYNF01 subroutine:

interface; subroutine pulsynf01(xyta,subdo,parrep,parin,azset)

real parin(:) , azset ( : , : ) Iin

real parrep(:), xyta(:,:); complex subdo(:,:) I out

end subroutine; end interface

Text veision date 08 Dec 2001
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